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BLACK LEOPARD MOUNTAIN LODGE

LOCATION & DIRECTIONS
Black Leopard Mountain Lodge is easily accessible for
self-driving guests.
There is shaded parking on the reserve where you can
leave your car and we will pick you up from the pick up
point in our open game viewer which has a trailer and
drive you through to camp.
GPS COORDINATES | The Reserve Gate: S 24°57’21.5” E
30°19’37.3”
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reserve
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can drive through to camp
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20 minutes
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bottom gate in citrus valley
There is one daily pick up time from the parking area on
the reserve which is 14:30
Simon (Management)

084 447 4666

Julius (Management)

082 223 8615

Anton (Head Guide)

071 854 8014

The reserve entrance is situated just off the R37
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through Belfast and turn right at the Total fuel station
in Belfast to get on the road to Dullstroom (DO NOT
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road from the N4 to Lydenburg is very rough and
filled with massive potholes and in some areas no tar)
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between Dullstroom and Lydenburg.
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BLACK LEOPARD MOUNTAIN LODGE
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Spar 4 way stop street.
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boards to Ohrigstad and Burgersfort
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Kerk Street
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trees on your left)
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travel straight for about 200m until you get to
another large silver gate (opposite the silver shed)
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travel on this twisty turning track until you get to the
Thaba Tholo Reserve gate
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that you CLOSE this gate correctly (remembering to
tumble the coded lock again)
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road on your left (Beetgekraal Road).
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* Please note that this is a dirt road

